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I. INTRODUCTION

Many people in the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ) community proudly tout the rapid advance of marriage equality across the United States during the past decade as a panacea affording the entire movement equality within United States society.¹ This is a false and dangerous simplification.² LGBTQ leaders are disproportionately gay, white, and cisgender.³ Many are men possessing

² Id.
³ Chong-suk Han, They Don't Want to Cruise Your Type: Gay Men of Color and the Racial Politics of Exclusion, 1 SOC. IDENTITIES 51, 51-52 (2007).
these same qualities, and the goals of many of these organizations reflect this demographic slant. There is a startling lack of representation of transgender people in many national LGBTQ organizations; people of color are underrepresented as well. The specific focus of this Comment is the idea that intersecting forms and origins of discrimination towards transgender women of color in the United States have created a situation where this vulnerable class of people face a heightened risk of discrimination and violence, while simultaneously being one of the least protected classes of individuals, and the least able to utilize the meager protections they have been afforded.

Intersectionalities of various forms will form a large focus of this Comment. Intersectionality has become a very popular term in recent years, and has become a favored way for people to analyze the forms of prejudice, discrimination, and stratification that various groups face within society and other power structures. Legal scholars like Kimberlé Crenshaw have advanced the notion that looking at the marginalization of a particular class of individuals within society is accomplished more completely by using the concept of intersectionality.

Using the critical lens intersectionality provides to look at complex problems faced by a marginalized group allows the writer to develop a more complete picture of the issues and challenges faced that are often compounded by each other while at the same time needing conflicting methods of resolution. This Comment is using the idea of intersectionality to look at the various problems faced by transgender women of color within society and the negative outcomes they face as a result. Part II will be a brief discussion of some of the intersecting identities that transgender women of color possess, namely their race, gender identity, gender, and transgender status. Part III will analyze the various origins of discrimination that transgender women of color face in the United States, and how these varying forms of discrimination

4. Id.
9. Roth, supra note 7, at 2.
intersect. This part will focus on the discrimination these women face from their families and communities, from government and the police force, and from society at large. Part IV will be a discussion of the various forms of discrimination that transgender women of color face by looking at discrimination based on race, gender identity, and class. Part V will seek to analyze how these various intersectionalities combine to give transgender women of color negative outcomes, specifically why they are so much more likely to be the victims of violence, as well as why these crimes are so often under-prosecuted in the United States criminal justice system. Finally, Part VI will look at some possible legal strategies to help transgender women of color and their advocates combat these forms of discrimination, and some much needed reforms that could help ease some of the discrimination these women face.

II. INTERSECTING IDENTITIES

Transgender women of color possess several intersecting identities as they live their lives in the United States. These include the fact that they are people of color, the fact that they are women, and the fact that they are transgender. Looking at the way these three identities intersect is a key in gaining a clearer understanding of what must be done to combat the varying discriminations each of them bring upon transgender women of color, and helping them attain equality in the United States.

The first identity discussed is race. Race is, and has always been, a very difficult subject in the United States. People have been judged, categorized, and abused because of their race since before the United States existed. It is well documented that people of color, especially Black, Hispanic, and Native Americans, have disproportionately negative life outcomes when compared to their white compatriots. Statistics paint a revealing picture of the results of generations of pervasive systemic, structural, and social racism. Comparing the average

---
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household net worth of American Black, Hispanic, Native American, and white populations shows a wide and persistent gap in the levels of wealth and savings held by each group. In fact, this gap between what whites earn as compared to Black, Hispanic, and Native American people has continued to increase in recent years; instead of making progress, the situation is getting worse. Similar disparities are seen across many social statistics including level of educational attainment, life expectancy, and incarceration rates.

The negative aspects of these statistical facts are compounded by the more insidious, but no less damaging, impact that years of institutional and structural racism has played in creating and perpetuating negative stereotypes of people of color within the United States.

The second core aspect of a transgender woman of color’s identity is her womanhood. As with race, women have been discriminated against and oppressed by men for the vast majority of recorded history. This discrimination continues today. Women still earn significantly less than their male counterparts, even though they have achieved equal educational attainment levels in recent years. Women have fought long and hard to achieve true equality in a system created and dominated by men. While this has come closer and closer to becoming a reality, women continue to face widespread discrimination and judgment from a society that is still male dominated. Underreporting of domestic violence and sexual assault remains a huge issue, which is further exacerbated by a system that still seeks to place the burden of proof on

17. PEW RES. CTR., supra note 14.
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the woman, and that still objectifies and discredits her using outdated notions of proper femininity.\textsuperscript{24}

The last, most specific, most targeted, and least protected aspect of a transgender woman of color’s identity is her being transgender. While transgender people have made strides in recent decades, they remain a very vulnerable segment of the population.\textsuperscript{25} Many cisgender, heteronormative citizens of the United States have not met a transgender person. Extremely influential people, like Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg, have admitted that it was getting to know gay and lesbian people on a personal level that normalized these minority groups to them.\textsuperscript{26} It made them realize that gays and lesbians are just people who want to go about their lives like everyone else.\textsuperscript{27} The same is true of transgender people, but because they remain foreign to many citizens of the United States, they are still frequently seen as oddities and objects of interest because of their transgender status, rather than as human beings deserving of love, respect, and protection under the laws of this country.\textsuperscript{28} This is evidenced in myriad ways, from inappropriate questions received by transgender actress Laverne Cox during television interviews on major cable networks, to the persistent misgendering of the numerous transgender victims of murder and assault in news articles.\textsuperscript{29} Studies continue to show that transgender people in the United States are significantly more likely to have negative life outcomes compared to their cisgender counterparts.\textsuperscript{30} Additionally, transgender people are much more likely to suffer from depression and attempt or commit suicide; meanwhile, the medical establishment has only recently changed the
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\textsuperscript{30} Grant, supra note 25.
status of transgenderism so that it is no longer considered a mental illness.\(^{31}\)

To properly understand the complex and vulnerable position of transgender women of color in the United States today, it is imperative to consider each of these three identities. To look at one or two and ignore the other would do a disservice to these women and the serious, systemic issues that they face on a daily basis. By looking at the various identities and the attendant origins and forms of discrimination transgender women of color encounter, a much clearer and more shocking picture emerges of the struggle transgender women of color face in trying to attain equality in the United States.

III. INTERSECTING ORIGINS OF DISCRIMINATION

Transgender women of color are a particularly vulnerable segment of the population of the United States because they face discrimination from various segments of society and government.\(^{32}\) This section of the Comment will attempt to highlight the three main origins of discrimination that transgender women of color face in society today, namely, in their family and home life, from the government at various levels, and from society at large. The last part of this section will look at some of the ways in which these differing origins of discrimination intersect.

A. Family and Home Life

The first area in which a transgender woman of color is likely to experience discrimination is often her home.\(^{33}\) Many people are much less familiar with the ideas surrounding gender-nonconforming identities than they are with gay and lesbian issues.\(^{34}\) This can make the process of coming out even more difficult for a transgender person than for someone who is gay or lesbian. Transgender youth face extremely high rates of domestic violence and expulsion from their homes because many communities continue to be unaccepting of transgender people.\(^{35}\) While
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it can still be a hard and gradual process for a family to come to terms with the fact that their child is attracted to members of the same sex, it can be just as, if not more, difficult for parents and other relatives to come to terms with the fact that their child, parent, or spouse actually has a gender identity that does not match their assigned sex.\textsuperscript{36} It is still common for people to be cut off from family and friends once they announce that they are transgender.\textsuperscript{37} Insecurity about the ongoing stability of their home and community life as well as the likelihood that some, most, or all of their former relatives and connections will abandon a person in the process of coming out as transgender and transitioning leads transgender people to higher rates of depression and suicide than faced by their cisgender peers.\textsuperscript{38} There may not be a readily apparent legal remedy to fixing these situations, but bolstering antidiscrimination measures and creating and passing legislation, at all levels of government, that provides more protections for transgender citizens, is a necessary starting point. Additionally, the creation and/or expansion of services geared towards transgender citizens specifically, should be another integral component of efforts to better help them. If communities are unable to accept and support their transgender citizens, it is incumbent upon the local, state, and federal authorities to create adequate social safety nets for this vulnerable segment of the population.

B. Government

This section has two subsections. The first aspect to be discussed are the various levels of government themselves. Local, state, and the federal government are all important origins of discrimination against transgender people. Transgender people, likewise, see discrimination from all branches of the government. There are elements of active and passive discrimination within government at all levels. The second aspect of government originated discrimination is from police forces. This will be discussed as a separate section from the three branches of government because of the large impact that police departments have on transgender people, the level of direct contact that police departments have with the public, and the interplay of the police forces between the various branches of government.\textsuperscript{39}

\begin{quotation}
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1. The Three Branches

There are three branches of government in the United States’ system. State and local governments mirror the federal government in this respect, as all have their powers divided among executive, legislative, and judicial branches. These three branches all discriminate against transgender people in various ways. It important to note that, as both the executive and legislative branches are elected by the public, the lack of action by a given governmental body does not mean that the entire government, be it at the local, state, or federal level, is against alleviating discrimination against transgender people. There has, in fact, been considerable progress made in the Democratic Party towards acceptance of and support for measures ending transgender discrimination.

The legislative branch is the branch tasked with creating laws. In the first-past-the-post electoral system of the United States, only two parties vie for power and regularly contest elections as serious contenders. It has become clear in the past few election cycles and sessions of Congress that a majority of Democratic legislators now support expanding antidiscrimination legislation to include gender identity, at least with regard to employment discrimination, at the federal level. This would greatly improve the legal protections of transgender citizens of the United States. This is mirrored in state and local governments across the country, where Democrat-led state legislatures and city councils have passed their own laws expanding protections to cover gender identity. Republicans remain, or their elected officials at any rate, largely opposed to enacting the legislation necessary to expand antidiscrimination legislation in this way.

---

40. U.S. CONST. art. I-III.
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The United States Constitution, and the various state constitutions that follow it extensively, gives a lot of power to the legislative branch.\textsuperscript{48} If meaningful, long-term action enshrining antidiscrimination protections for transgender citizens of the United States is going to be taken, it must be done via the legislative branch. Momentum is swinging the debate over transgender rights increasingly in favor of acceptance and creating antidiscrimination protections for this segment of the population, but it cannot come fast enough. As has been seen before, passing a law does not mean it will be enforced successfully, completely, or correctly.\textsuperscript{49}

In addition, the longer the federal government remains inactive when it comes to transgender issues, the more discrepancies will be created in the patchwork of state laws between states that do and do not afford transgender citizens protections.\textsuperscript{50} The fact that twenty-one states and the District of Columbia have passed laws prohibiting employment discrimination because of a person’s gender identity is proof that things are moving in the right direction, but this means that twenty-nine states do not offer similar protections.\textsuperscript{51} While workplace and employment discrimination are crucial categories in which transgender people need rights, other areas like access to healthcare, housing, and public accommodations see significantly less widespread protection at the state level, and none at the federal level.\textsuperscript{52} The inclusion of gender identity as a ground for bringing hate crimes charges, when signed into law by President Obama, became the first federal level protection for transgender individuals passed by the federal government, but is still not a universal protection among state governments.\textsuperscript{53} Creating protections for transgender people in all of these areas must be accomplished so they are able to live more secure lives on a day to day basis.

The executive branch is in charge of supervising and enforcing laws that have been enacted by the legislative branch.\textsuperscript{54} The executive branch, be it the President of the United States, the fifty governors, or myriad heads of county and local governments, is a single figure elected by the public in a given constituency.\textsuperscript{55} While not given direct power to enact

\textsuperscript{48} U.S. \textit{Const.} art. I.
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\textsuperscript{52} Id.
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legislation, the executive branch is tasked with directing the government and agencies under their control on how to implement various laws. This is a crucial function, and gives an executive branch the opportunity to use existing laws to expand or contract protections for transgender people within the margins of the applicable statutes. An excellent case in point is President Obama himself, who has directed various government agencies to change their existing practices to make life easier for transgender people on various levels. Many state governors have adopted similar tactics to ensure at least some protections for transgender people living in their states.

While these are admirable steps to be sure, they have several shortfalls. First, these measures are limited to actions taken by executive branch agencies, or agencies under executive control, and are often limited in scope. Many actions are only applicable to federal employees or state employees in which the president or a governor has taken executive action. Second, any executive action or policy changes are not permanent. Many are given time frames at the end of which they will expire unless renewed. In addition, these actions can be taken by one executive head and reversed by a subsequent one. While the same could be said of a law passed by Congress and enacted into law by the President or a governor, it takes much more to repeal or change a law than it does to revoke an executive order or direct a change in a specific agency’s operations, which can be done quickly and without any review.

In short, while the executive branch can be a useful tool for advancing limited measures of equality and security towards transgender citizens of the United States on a temporary basis, it should not be counted on to provide the lasting changes that are required to achieve true equality.

57. Id.
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because of the transitory and limited nature of its power in these areas. What one President or governor could do under their watch, another could just as easily undo; they could even go so far as to direct state agencies to act in ways that make life harder for transgender people in the same areas where a previous administration had sought to make things easier.

Another impact that the President, governors, and their executive counterparts at county and local levels of government have is that they often count as focal points for media interactions and with the public at large. This means that they can be an effective force towards changing public perceptions about transgender people and advocating for increased rights and protections for them. This is a crucial element of soft power that the executive branch possesses because it has a single leader who is the head of the government. President Obama doing something as simple as speaking about the need for transgender rights and protections in his last State of the Union address added volume and amplified the national dialogue on transgender rights in this country. It was a historical first as no other President had ever mentioned the word transgender in a State of the Union address, and an excellent example of an executive head using his soft power to advance the conversation about an important topic, but it was still just a comment in a speech. As with their direct abilities in influencing the actions of agencies under their control, a president or governor opposed to transgender rights could just as easily use this soft power and media presence to advocate for fewer rights for transgender citizens of the United States, or simply ignore the issue.

The judicial branch has seen a wide variety of opinions dealing with transgender rights from employment discrimination issues, to healthcare issues, and prisoners’ rights. The issues facing transgender people dealing with discrimination from the judiciary can be significant; however, the judiciary has been a significant platform for advancing the rights of transgender people in recent history. Decisions prohibiting employment discrimination against people because of their transgender identity, and against discriminatory bathroom policies for school

67. U.S. CONST. art. II.
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70. See, e.g., Glenn v. Brumby, 663 F.3d 1312 (11th Cir. 2011) (holding that the employer did not have a sufficiently important governmental interest to support termination of the employee based on gender nonconformity).
districts, have been part of an advancement of transgender rights through the legal system outside of the legislative and executive branches.\textsuperscript{71} In important ways, though, these supportive legal precedents are insufficient. Courts, because of the role they play in the United States government, can only address issues once they have happened.\textsuperscript{72} Additionally, because there are fifty different state court systems as well as the federal court system and specialty courts, there are different standards that have been adopted across the country.\textsuperscript{73} Given the various ways in which transgender people are discriminated against, and the various claims that can arise from these forms of discrimination, the patchwork of court decisions can become very confusing.\textsuperscript{74} Furthermore, the court systems in the United States, of all types and at all levels, are strained by heavy caseloads.\textsuperscript{75} As a result, the process of initiating litigation, going through all parts of the trial, and seeing all possible appeals through to the end can take years.\textsuperscript{76} These issues all make the various court systems in the United States vital vehicles for changes to the laws and to their enforcement, as well as the overturning of laws that create unacceptable discrimination. However, the judicial system itself is not well suited to create quick moving and systemic change because of the role it plays in the governmental system of the United States.

2. The Police

Police departments play a pivotal and multifaceted role in the United States.\textsuperscript{77} They are charged with keeping peace, order, and security in their jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{78} They also investigate crimes and provide evidence gathering and collection for the state against defendants in criminal trials.\textsuperscript{79} Police forces are also given the power to arrest people suspected
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of crimes, and to use lethal force when necessary to protect themselves and members of the public, and to stop crimes.80 Unfortunately, many minority groups feel uncomfortable going to seek help from the police in their area because they or members from their community have experienced discrimination, hostility, and violence from the very police department whose job it is to protect them as well as enforce the law.81 A large problem is that many police forces are untrained in dealing with, and even outright biased against, transgender suspects as well as with transgender members of the public who may come to them with problems.82 Police will also often assume that transgender people in certain areas are engaging in sex work, and will use dubious evidence of alleged crimes, or the intent to commit them, to arrest transgender people when the same set of circumstances would not have been likely to result in the arrest of a cisgender person.83

It is important for police to develop connections within the communities that they police because of the dual role that they play as peacekeepers and criminal deterrents.84 Police need to develop trust between themselves and their community so that they can be helpful resources and provide protection and support to all citizens.85 Police have routinely failed to establish this trust with transgender communities.86 Police violence towards and targeting of transgender people is a well-documented problem.87 This is not actually based on explicit transgender discrimination within the law, but is rather a product of transphobia amongst the ranks of police departments.88 Police officers do not understand transgender people, and are often unaware that the massive discrimination and ostracism many transgender people face lead them into committing crimes of survival like prostitution.89 Police arrest
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transgender people for prostitution and other crimes and come to see them suspiciously regardless of what a specific transgender person is actually doing.\footnote{Id.} Transgender people then lose trust in the idea that the police will be there for them because they only see police officers as a threat and someone who may arrest them rather than as a positive force who can help them in times of need.\footnote{Grant, supra note 25, at 162.}

It is imperative that police departments around the country do a better job of understanding the transgender people that live in their communities. This cycle can only be stopped through a concerted effort on the part of the police through training and education programs, and involvement with the transgender population in their communities.\footnote{Principles of Good Policing: Avoiding Violence Between Police and Citizens, supra note 77, at 31.} It is important to create good working relationships and familiarity between transgender communities and the police in their areas because transgender people are at a significantly higher risk of being victims of crime than other segments of the population.\footnote{Id.}

C. Society at Large

Society itself still plays a large role in the discrimination that transgender people face on a daily basis. Society is pervasive and ever-present. Society’s views are represented by the delegates elected to serve in government, and in the attitudes of politicians and individual police officers who are supposed to represent and protect transgender people. Unfortunately, modern society in the United States is still a place in which transgender people face widespread discrimination. This is due to several different reasons. Society in the United States is set up based on a gender and sex binary, which means that it has been designed to accept cisgender males and females.\footnote{Andrew Gilden, Toward a More Transformative Approach: The Limits of Transgender Formal Equality, 23 BERKELEY J. GENDER L. & JUST. 83, 87 (2008).} Transgender people do not fit this mold, and as such are stuck outside the standard social structure.\footnote{Katherine King, Outside the Binary, KENYON COLLEGIAN (Nov. 06, 2014), http://kenyoncollegian.com/2014/11/06/outside-the-binary/.} This results in many people being unfamiliar with the fact that there are transgender people in general and what to do when one of their own friends or family members comes out as transgender.\footnote{Judith Whisler, Transgender Story Did Belong on Front Page, CINCINNATI.COM (Mar. 3, 2015), http://www.cincinnati.com/story/opinion/letters/2015/03/03/letter-transgender-teen-identity-opinion/24306575/.
} What is more, society is still set up
based on this cisgender binary. Everything from public restrooms, to gym locker rooms, to military service, school, and government and legal systems are set up to recognize two genders that are assigned based on someone’s birth sex by a physician at their birth.\footnote{Understanding Gender, GENDER SPECTRUM, https://www.genderspectrum.org/quick-links/understanding-gender/ (last visited Mar. 31, 2015).} People still make transphobic jokes on a regular basis, and acts of violence are committed against transgender people at a rate much higher in proportion to their cisgender counterparts.\footnote{Meredith Talusan, Being Transgender in a Transphobic Society Leads to Moments of Sheer Desperation, GUARDIAN (Apr. 02, 2015), http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/apr/02/being-transgender-in-a-transphobic-society-leads-to-moments-of-sheer-desperation.}

Transgender women face discrimination from cisgender women when using gym locker rooms.\footnote{Emanuella Grinberg, Planet Fitness Revokes Woman’s Membership After Transgender Complaint, CNN (Mar. 09, 2015), http://www.cnn.com/2015/03/07/living/feat-planet-fitness-transgender-member/.} Transgender people have a very difficult time accessing public bathrooms safely, and many people make blatantly transphobic arguments when expressing their opposition to the idea of allowing transgender people to use bathrooms that match their expressed gender identity.\footnote{Id.} Advocates for state and federal bills prohibiting discrimination against transgender people have faced stiff opposition and uphill battles because they form such a small minority of the population.\footnote{Id.}

Transgender representations in society have become more commonplace, normalized, and positive with characters played by both trans and cisgender actors.\footnote{Natalie Jarvey, What’s Behind the Rise of Transgender TV, HOLLYWOOD REP. (Sep. 25, 2014), http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/whats-behind-rise-transgender-tv-735016.} This more public acknowledgment of the fact that transgender people exist, and the increasing visibility of transgender people, is what is needed to make them seem less alien to the rest of society.\footnote{Id.} People tend to be scared of what they do not know, and meeting a member of an alien group firsthand can be one of the primary ways to make people more comfortable with someone whose life they are unfamiliar with.\footnote{Lavender, supra note 27.} As transgender people make up such a small element of society, it is imperative that transgender advocates are given adequate platforms from which to advance their points of view to large audiences so that people become aware that transgender people exist in
society and are fundamentally the same as cisgender people. They are human beings who want to be respected, to be left to their own devices, and to be given the chance to find their happiness.

Unfortunately, the widespread ignorance of transgender issues and antitransgender bias leads to negative coverage from news outlets when a transgender person is a victim of crime or even interviewed on a television show. Repeated instances of articles on the murders of transgender women focusing on the fact that they are transgender, using their birth name and gender instead of their chosen name and preferred gender identity, and whether or not they engaged in any illicit activity rather than the fact that they were murdered show that society still views transgender people as curiosities instead of people whose rights and safety are being violated. Likewise, as transgender people like Laverne Cox become famous and get interviewed on television programs, they are routinely subjected to wildly inappropriate lines of questioning about the status of their genitalia and other elements of transition. While some have argued that explaining what goes on in someone’s transition is helpful in making cisgender people understand everything that transgender people must go through in order to make their body match their gender identity, this is an inappropriate venue to do so. It reinforces the fact that some elements of society see transgender people as oddities and focuses more on the fact that their bodies do not match their preferred gender identity rather than their humanity. Additionally, it creates this idea that every single transgender person has to get a certain number or type of surgeries, hormone replacement therapies, or other forms of treatment in order to properly be considered transgender.

IV. INTERSECTING FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION

In addition to intersecting identities and origins of discrimination, transgender women of color must deal with intersecting forms of discrimination that make life in the United States particularly difficult.

108. Steinmetz, supra note 106.
109. Id.
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Transgender women of color face discrimination based on each of their identities. They face racial discrimination, discrimination based on their gender, and discrimination based on their gender-identity. Each of these forms of discrimination has received some form of protection under the law, but each also carries certain preconceived notions and stigmas that make it harder to succeed in a society that is still dominated largely by straight, white, cisgender men.

Race has been an issue in the territories of the United States since before this nation was created.\textsuperscript{111} Equality has been slow in coming, and is under constant attack by overt and insidious means.\textsuperscript{112} The fact that there is still a large and growing gap in wealth between white and nonwhite people is just one of many disturbing factors that prove that race-based discrimination is still a serious threat to equality in this country. Other statistics showing that a Black or Hispanic person is more likely to be convicted than a white person, and more likely to receive a longer prison sentence if people of each race group who have committed the same crimes are compared shows, at least, an implicit bias in society against minority groups.\textsuperscript{113} While the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act, and other antidiscrimination measures were all important steps in trying to create true equality between the races, they did not go far enough, and recent Supreme Court decisions have gutted important provisions of the Voting Rights Act that were implemented to prevent the disenfranchisement of minority voters.\textsuperscript{114}

There are also deeply entrenched racial stereotypes held by white society, which still have a stranglehold on the various power structures in this country, that persist in creating an atmosphere where minority groups are feared, distrusted, and hated for no other reason than their skin color and the negative stereotypes associated with it.\textsuperscript{115} This leads to de facto discrimination and segregation in employment, housing, and

\footnotesize
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education that is very difficult for even well-meaning legislatures to tackle successfully with new legislation.\textsuperscript{116}

Women have also long faced discrimination, albeit based upon their gender. Women earned the right to vote country-wide less than a century ago.\textsuperscript{117} They are still, despite multiple bills having been passed to try and fix it, paid significantly less than their male counterparts.\textsuperscript{118} Women are the victims of sexual assault every day, and are still not taken seriously, or told that they need to do a better job of keeping themselves out of situations where they are likely to be assaulted by dressing more conservatively, or not being alone with men, or saying no and fighting back.\textsuperscript{119} It has taken decades for women to gain the rights and freedoms from men that they have, but it has not gone far enough. The Equal Rights Amendment should still be passed guaranteeing true equality for women before the law.\textsuperscript{120} The United States has done a dreadful job of equalizing the playing field with no serious attempts to pass paid maternity/paternity leave, a consistent reduction in recent years of welfare programs to help single-parent households, which are very often lead by a single-mother, and consistent and ever more insidious attacks on abortion rights in this country.\textsuperscript{121}

Transgender women, while not dealing with every issue in the same way, are still women in this country, and they still face discrimination on a daily basis because of their gender. The transgender community faces rampant discrimination. They are discriminated against in virtually every major aspect of life. Education, housing, employment, and access to medical care are just a few of the many areas in which transgender people have reported facing a discriminatory environment, and many states as well as the federal government have few if any protections for them.\textsuperscript{122}
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society when trying to get antidiscrimination measures passed or enlarged to include them.\footnote{123}

Transgender people are the victims of persistent, insidious stereotypes held by society at large just like racial minorities and women. People often raise ridiculous arguments when transgender people try to use bathrooms that match their preferred gender identity, equating them with pedophiles and rapists who they claim will dress up as women, pretend to be a transgender woman, and attack their victims.\footnote{124} Transgender people are still not allowed to serve in the military, even though the policy of “don’t ask, don’t tell” was lifted for lesbians and gays.\footnote{125}

V. \textbf{IMPACT, RESULTS, AND THE NEED FOR REFORMS}

Transgender women of color make up a small portion of the population of the United States. The intersection of their identities with all of the various origins and forms of discrimination make life very difficult for many of these women. It has created an environment in which these women face massive amounts of discrimination, and often have very limited support outside of the transgender community, which is facing the same situation. The inability to find outside support networks, and the absence of robust protections for transgender people within the legal system, lead to a much higher risk of negative life outcomes for transgender people, and especially transgender women of color.\footnote{126} These women are often faced with continual job insecurity and uncertainty over their housing situation.\footnote{127} The lack of employment often leads transgender people into committing crimes of survival such as prostitution, theft, and fraud to make money for food and shelter.\footnote{128} These crimes lead to much higher arrest rates for transgender people than for the population at large, and prison is an awful place for them.\footnote{129} Transgender women, especially, are at risk of attacks from inmates and guards because they are often put in male prison facilities even though
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Once they have been arrested the first time, these women become part of the cyclical system that is recidivism in the United States because now they must contend with the stigma of being a former convict as well as being a transgender woman of color. Police departments come to see transgender women of color as likely criminals, and many officers treat transgender women in openly transphobic ways, approaching them in an aggressive manner and assuming they have committed crimes rather than asking how they are doing and whether they need assistance. This breeds and perpetuates distrust between the transgender community and the police.

Transgender women of color face an epidemic of violence in this country. They are murdered at a terribly high rate given their numbers within the total population. While statistics are spotty because of reporting issues, which include police departments reporting the victims by birth name and gender rather than their chosen name and expressed gender identity, and failure to even report some of the crimes, there were at least twelve confirmed murders of transgender women in this country in 2015.

The law may not be enough to bring true equality in the eyes of society; that will take time, visibility, and a robust and honest dialogue. The law can however, and must, be changed to increase protections and support for transgender people within the existing social and power structures. There have already been signs from various state and federal courts that judges are more receptive to arguments based on suits arising under existing laws that transgender women should not be placed in all male prison facilities as it is a violation of the Prison Rape Elimination Act and the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution, and that it is discrimination to deny employment or fire an employee just because they are transgender. This, however, will not be enough. Other courts have found that it is permissible to discriminate based on gender identity where the law does not explicitly prohibit it, and some jurisdictions do...
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not believe that placing a transgender inmate in a prison facility matching their birth gender violates any laws or constitutional rights. The judiciary can only deal with current legislation and the interpretation of it when a lawsuit is brought on a specific issue.

The legislatures and governors of various states have moved forward in creating more robust protections against discrimination based on gender identity in various areas of life. This is, undoubtedly, a step in the right direction. It is also, however, woefully inadequate. Other states have done little to nothing to protect their transgender citizens, and some have specifically targeted individual cities who have passed gender identity antidiscrimination measures with statewide bills prohibiting inclusion of gender identity in antidiscrimination legislation, even when done voluntarily by a municipal government.

There are so many areas in which transgender people face discrimination and oppression within society, that the patchwork of laws giving protection in certain areas fluctuates widely from state to state. It is not enough to count on the states to protect their transgender populations. Just like Black people in the Civil Rights Movement, women, and gays and lesbians in the fight for same-sex marriage movement, federal action must be taken to ensure more complete and robust protection of this vulnerable minority. Employment discrimination is one field, but so are housing, access to healthcare, and access to public accommodations. It is imperative that the federal government does its duty to protect the transgender community from the unjust bias of an ignorant society who does not understand or refuses to validate their struggle.

In addition to national legislation generally prohibiting discrimination against the transgender community, the federal government must expand social welfare programs to more explicitly include transgender people. In areas where there is not as much direct government control, they should robustly use their ability to tie funding for other programs important to individual states to increasing state protections for transgender people. Hate crimes legislation must be expanded and more robustly enforced to deter people from committing acts of violence against members of the transgender community.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The gay and lesbian communities have largely won their fight for gay marriage; as they turn to new battles like the religious freedom legislation being passed in numerous states, they must keep in mind the more fundamental struggle for survival and visibility faced by the transgender community. We must use the platforms we have gained, and the access to power structures that we have taken, to give voice to the struggles of the transgender community. They do not need us to advocate for them; they need us to stand alongside them and champion their cause as loudly, consistently, and passionately as they have fought for ours. We are all part of the LGBTQ community, and we have all fought together to be allowed to live in peace amongst our heterosexual, cisgender compatriots.

The gay and lesbian communities, especially the white elements of each, must understand that we do not face the same intersectionalities of identity, discrimination, and oppression that our transgender and LGBQ people of color do. We blend most easily into the white-dominated power structures of society in the United States. We must not allow our having been given a seat at the table and an acquiescence to some of our demands to dull our fighting spirit and divide us from fellow elements of our queer community that have not made equal progress. The fight for protections for transgender people is a fight for their lives, much like we all did as little as fifty years ago. We must remember that even as we gain greater acceptance, it was within a broader community that we found strength in numbers. As the murders of transgender women of color continue unabated, and are covered in insulting and transphobic ways, the gay and lesbian communities, as well as our straight allies, must turn our attention to the struggle of transgender people and fight for their equality and protection as they helped us fight for ours.